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ABSTRACT: Noble metal-coated core−shell nanoparticles have been applied to a suite of
catalytic applications, with the aim of decreasing the noble metal loading while ideally
improving their performance. The chemistry and therefore activity at the surface of these
materials are intimately related to the accurate description of the core−shell interface.
Using density functional theory, we developed a procedure to obtain realistic surface
topology descriptions at the heterometallic junction. This procedure was applied to a
topical series of catalysts: Ti0.1W0.9C coated in atomically thin monolayers of noble metals.
Our quantum chemical calculations provide access to both relevant surface descriptions of
these materials and also rationalize several experimental observations. Our general
procedure paves the way for the rationalization and prediction of next-generation
heterometallic catalysts.

C

metals, gaining access to a broad array of core−shell catalysts
with potentially tunable catalytic performance.
Because of the complexity of feasible descriptions of material
surfaces, the nature of the NM−TMC interface is poorly
understood. In particular, conventional models suﬀer from
insuﬃcient descriptions of the multitude of crystal facets and
their surface interfaces with other metallic materials. Density
functional theory (DFT) can be used to gain insights into both
the characteristics of this interfacial bonding as well as the
nature of stable and unstable core−shell interactions. In
addition, computational chemistry can be harnessed as a
powerful tool for directing the design of this new class of core−
shell architectures through predictions of how transition-metal
carbides can modulate the surface reactivity of noble metal
monolayers.
The electronic properties of core−shell structures depend on
both the identities of the components and the diameter and
thickness of the core and shell, respectively. The alignment of
the Fermi level (EFermi) to the vacuum level yields the work
function (Φ).16−18 The aligned EFermi allows a ﬁrst approximation for the energetics of the interface,19 and may be a factor
in describing catalytic rates.20 However, in core−shell
structures, the work function of the material may be augmented
as the surface coverage increases toward the intrinsic Φ of the

ore−shell nanoparticles, wherein an earth-abundant and
inexpensive core material is coated with an atomically thin
monolayer shell of noble metals (NMs), are an exciting and
promising new design platform for catalysts with improved
performance and reduced NM loadings compared to bulk NM
nanoparticles.1−4 Manipulation of the shell thickness, core size,
and core−shell compositions could allow unparalleled control
over catalytic activity and long-term durability. However,
obtaining independent synthetic control over these parameters
has proved challenging. The design of a suitable core material
that aﬀords strong shell−core interfacial bonding without
negatively impacting the surface electronics of the shell would
provide a major breakthrough in the ﬁeld.5,6 Additionally, the
core material must have a high melting point to mitigate
sintering, and the noble metal shell must remain insoluble in
the core lattice to maintain high dispersion over the life of the
catalyst. Recently, we developed a general procedure for
synthesizing core−shell architectures of noble metals coated on
transition-metal carbide (TMC) nanoparticles that satisfy these
constraints.7−10 In particular, titanium tungsten carbide
(nominal stoichiometry, fcc-Ti0.1W0.9C) was found to be an
excellent support because it favorably modulated the electronic
properties of the shell to form electro- and thermocatalysts
featuring higher activity. In addition, the insolubility of NMs in
the TMC core resulted in highly stable materials that maintain
the desired core−shell architecture.9,11−15 Furthermore, we
demonstrated that we could synthesize a variety of core and
shell compositions, with highly controlled loadings of noble
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shell material; three examples are presented schematically in
Figure 1.

band center is augmented as a function of the surface topology.
Here, negative d-band center shifts are considered favorable as
they correlate with decreased adsorption enthalpies of typical
catalytic π-acceptor poisons, such as CO.21−23 It should be
noted that a more negative d-band centering is not desirable in
all applications, particularly in instances where the reagent is
required to bind strongly to the surface. The viability of Φ and
the d-band center as general descriptors for catalytic reactivity
are highly dependent on the surface topology descriptions.
Recovering Energetically Favorable Surface Topology. Traditionally, the monolayer (ML) noble metal surface coverage has
been modeled as an idealized surface, wherein the surface
atoms occupy cystallographic high symmetry points (Figure
2a).24,25 However, the experimentally realized materials are
synthesized at high temperatures, and there is no observation
that suggests these symmetric points are indeed optimal. There
lacks an a priori justiﬁcation for a temperature-independent
DFT model to recover the surface topology obtained via the
high-temperature synthetic self-assembly process. Furthermore,
previous reports cannot capture accurate d-band center shifts
posing problems for the predictive capabilities of previous
models.26
In this work, we use an ab initio thermal annealing
computational method detailed in the Experimental Methods
section to recover realistic 1 ML coverage realized through a
heat, quench, and exfoliation (HQE) method. The HQE
method, presented schematically in Figure 2c, can be applied to
any number of supersurface coverages, and with appropriate
annealing time, the HQE method should yield the thermodynamic minimum energy structure. Furthermore, this HQE
method is not limited to NM-on-Ti0.1W0.9C, or explicitly to be
used for the prediction of high-temperature synthetic products.
DFT is intrinsically temperature-independent; even low-

Figure 1. Electronic properties of core−shell heterostructures
dependent on the composition of materials A and B. In circumstances
where the isolated Fermi levels (EFermi) of materials A and B are
misaligned, the work function (Φ) and other electronic properties are
a function of the shell thickness. Three schematic electronic structure
modulations are presented. Type 1: A smooth Fermi level transition
with increasing layer thickness. Type 2: An initial Fermi level increase
at low shell loading and subsequent convergence to the shell like
material. Type 3: An initial Fermi level decrease at low shell loading
and subsequent convergence to the shell-like material.

To further characterize the core−shell interaction, we can
also examine how the absolute position of the noble metal d-

Figure 2. Conventional Pt-ML constructions (a) featuring extreme lattice mismatch between the core and surface layer. Heating and quenching the
conventional structure yields a more stable sub-ML coverage. No Pt atoms were removed in panel b; the heating process causes a surface reordering
that forms small [111]-like regions and pinholes exposing core TiWC. This method can be generalized to obtain realistic coverage of any surface
loading through a heat, quench, and exfoliate (HQE) technique (detail in panel c). Pt has a propensity to form [111]-like coverage (emphasized in
burgundy), independent of the subsurface faceting. The HQE method is performed to obtain a highly converged equilibrium structure.
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Figure 3. Surface topologies and vacuum-aligned projected density of states of [100] and [111] metal-terminated Ti0.1W0.9C (panels a and i,
respectively). Bulk [111]-Pt is included for reference (d). Using the HQE method (ab initio molecular dynamics/PBEsol), various degrees of surface
coverage of Pt are obtained. The 1 ML (b) and 1.33 ML (c) Pt-coated [100]-Ti0.1W0.9C converged to a [111]-Pt topology. Similarly, the 2, 1.25, 1,
and 0.75 ML coverage of Pt on [111]-Ti0.1W0.9C are presented in panels e−h. From the computed increased work function of 2 ML Pt on [111]Ti0.1W0.9C (e) relative to bulk [111]-Pt (d), we conclude that these materials are type 3 (from the schematic presented in Figure 1). The Pt d-band
centers are also presented and show that the Ti0.1W0.9C core favorably modulates their positions with exception of the minor increase shown on the
1 ML Pt on [100]-Ti0.1W0.9C surface (k). The historical 1 ML model is included for reference (i). Ti and C density of states are excluded for clarity
in panels b−i.

Applying HQE to TiWC. The HQE method allows
topological predictions of such surfaces to be recovered
computationally via an inexpensive and eﬃcient simulated
annealing process. This procedure in principle recovers the
topology of a more realistic and stable monolayer (and
alternative integer and subinterger coverages) independently
of the exposed core facet. In nanoparticles with fcc-Ti0.1W0.9C
cores, the surface is primarily composed of two low-index
facets: [100] and W-terminated [111], shown in panels a and j
of Figure 3, respectively. Using the HQE method with Pt
loaded on both the [100] and W-terminated [111] surfaces of
Ti0.1W0.9C, we predict that [111]-Pt coverage is unanimously
preferred, independent of subsurface (core) facet (i.e., the
subsurface carbide does not dictate the packing of surfaceanchored Pt). The recovered coverage is very near perfect
[111]-Pt; the parameters that inﬂuence this reduced mismatch
are discussed in Experimental Methods and the Supporting
Information.
Both Ti0.1W0.9C surfaces coated in 1 ML of Pt converge to
the [111] Pt topology. Yet, the surface electronics vary
substantially for a single ML of Pt on the [100] and [111]
facets of Ti0.1W0.9C (panels b and g of Figure 3, respectively).
In summary, the [100] 1 ML Pt features an average Pt−Pt
distance of 2.62 Å, while the [111] has an average Pt−Pt
distance is 2.70 Å. The work functions are also markedly
diﬀerent, with the [111] material having a Φ similar to that of
bulk [111] Pt. The d-band centers are also augmented with
surface dependency; the 1 ML Pt-on-[111] Ti0.1W0.9C model
exhibits a signiﬁcant d-band center shift of −0.35 eV compared
to bulk [111] Pt, while the Pt d-band center seems to be
unperturbed in the 1 ML Pt-on-[100] Ti0.1W0.9C.

temperature synthesis includes inﬁnitely more kinetic energy
than conventional DFT models.
First, we sought to demonstrate that conventional reported
structures with “1 ML” coverage (Figure 2a) were metastable
and certainly less stable than HQE-obtained structures. In the
most simple case, an idealized monolayer of Pt on [111]Ti0.1W0.9C is heated, quenched, and then subjected to the same
DFT optimization parameters as the conventional model
without the heating and cooling. The HQE method produces
a structure that is substantially more stable by 2.2 kcal/Pt
(Figure 2b). In this case, exfoliation was not required because
we were intending to sample the sub-ML coverage. The
electronic properties were also substantially altered and are
discussed in detail in the following section.
To obtain a stable monolayer coverage, the HQE method
requires >1 conventional ML of Pt. We elected to begin with Pt
2 MLs that were then subjected to ab initio molecular dynamics
(based on DFT/GGA forces) with an applied heating gradient
from 0 to 1000 K. The system is held at the maximum
temperature to conﬁrm dynamic stability. Then, the material is
cooled at the same rate (quench), and the monolayer coverage
(as deﬁned by the size of the computational cell) is obtained by
removal of supersurface atoms (atomistic exfoliation). Exfoliated atoms were determined by their c-axis coordinate:
greater than 4 Å from the surface W was judiciously removed.
The heat and quench routine was performed on the true 1
ML coverage to ensure no islanding or steps were formed.
Indeed, the layer remained smooth but mobile as observed by
the sheet sliding across the W surface. In other words, once the
ML is constructed, the mean Pt−Pt distance becomes
essentially constant throughout subsequent heating.
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Figure 4. Representaive models for the monometallic (a) and bimetallic (b) materials. The bimetallic distribution was randomly constructed, based
on the distributions observed in the EDX map of the TiWC/PtRu alloy (c). The vacuum-aligned density of states of single-element noble metal
monolayer coverage on [111]-Ti0.1W0.9C are shown in panel d. The solid-colored line overlaid on each density of states plot is the computed EF for
the bulk surface metal. Representative 1:1 alloys are presented in panel e; † indicates a 1:3 SnPt ratio. The metal d-band centers are shown in panel f.
The bulk material surface is presented in black, and the elemental monolayer on [111]-Ti0.1W0.9C in blue. Subsequent alloys and compositional
ratios are labeled, and their colors correspond to their alloy. Ti and C density of states are excluded for clarity. Sn and Ru are labeled with an asterisk
to indicate that reduced convergence criteria were required to optimize these materials (further details in Experimental Methods).

compared to bulk Pt. This is in direct contrast to our
experimental results, suggesting that the conventional method
is insuﬃcient for predicting the electronic properties of Pt on
Ti0.1W0.9C.
The modulation in Pt reactivity is not limited to the
subsurface facet of the core, but also the extent of monolayer
coverage. Two coverages are presented for Pt loaded on [100]
Ti0.1W0.9C (Figure 3b,c), and four coverages are presented for
[111] Ti0.1W0.9C (Figure 3e−h). Given the observed work
function increase to 6.12 eV for the 2 ML Pt loadings, Pt-onTi0.1W0.9C is potentially a type 3 material from our models
(Figure 1). Note that the d-band center reaches a synergistic
minimum (−3.05 eV) at the perfect 1 ML Pt coverage. While
these models do not explicitly address surface reactivity of
exposed core material, the surface reactivity of submonolayer
coverage will ultimately be dictated by the interplay of exposed
Ti0.1W0.9C sites and surface Pt sites. Such conﬁgurations could
have interesting applications in catalytic reactions where both
TMCs and NMs have high reactivity, such as reverse water−gas
shift or reactions where the TMCs have comparably lower

In summary, the HQE method predicts that there should be
two types of [111]-Pt with vastly diﬀerent d-band centers.
Indeed, the observation of homogeneous [111]-Pt termination
with diﬀering electronic properties depending on the terminus
of the core surface facet could explain the broad CO-stripping
voltammograms observed in electrochemical CO-stripping
voltammetry experiments.9 In particular, the low potential
peak (0.32 V vs RHE) could be attributed to the [111] 1 ML
Pt-on-[111] Ti0.1W0.9C sites, while the higher potential peak
(0.74 V vs RHE) could be attributed to the [111] 1 ML Pt-on[100] Ti0.1W0.9C sites.9 Such facet-dependent stripping
behavior is well-known in the literature, such as for COstripping on Pt and Pb-stripping on Au,27−29 and can be
correlated to the diﬀering d-band centers of the exposed facets.
Furthermore, the conventional model is also presented in
Figure 3i, with its thermally annealed partner shown in Figure
3h. Here we can compare the idealized 1 ML coverage to the
HQE monolayer (Figure 3g). The conventional method does
not show a signiﬁcant d-band shift, which would suggest that
this coverage should yield no diﬀerence in CO tolerance
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PtSn alloy reveals that the Sn contribution to the density of
states is so small that it is barely visible in the density of states.
The resultant material has an eﬀective Pt loading of 0.75 ML,
with a work function and d-band center similar to that of the
0.75 ML Pt-on-[111] Ti0.1W0.9C (Figure 3h). This eﬀect would
suggest that, if these materials can be synthetically realized, Sn
could be added to cover the remaining Ti0.1W0.9C surfaces with
no negative electronic eﬀects. Furthermore, the addition of Sn
is also known to have favorable water activation and
antipoisoning eﬀects for Pt catalysts, despite Sn not
contributing to the surface electronics;43 these PtSn alloys are
an intriguing future synthetic avenue.
In both the monometallic and representative 1 ML AuPd
alloy, the majority of Au electron density is well below EF (in
the most extreme case, the d-band center is relatively
downshifted to ca. −5 eV). Indeed, Au is considered the
“noblest metal”;44 there are few unoccupied states that can
interact with the orbitals of adsorbed molecules, with the
exception of sulfur which forms covalent bonds with surface Au
sites.45 Here we predict a further increase in the nobility of Au
owing to the substantial negative d-band shift. Currently, the
high activity of AuPd for H2O2 direct synthesis is largely
attributed to Au acting as an inert spacer between the Pd
ensembles. In the core−shell formulation, Au could be even
more noble and the Pd more selective because of its
corresponding d-band center downshift. Similarly, PtPd in a
core−shell formulation could also be more selective for
hydrogenations and reforming because of their favorable
downshifts.
We have presented a computational procedure to more
adequately describe the nature of multimetallic interfaces and
their surface topology. This method was demonstrated in the
context of the family of noble metal−transition-metal carbide
heterostructures, which function as highly active catalysts.
Application of the method has provided new insights into the
origin of improved reactivity of Pt and PtRu on Ti0.1W0.9C. In
addition, we have gained general predictive insights that may be
used to design novel catalysts with improved chemical
properties. Lastly, this general method lays the foundation for
next-generation computational modeling of exotic catalysts
formed via high-temperature self-assembly processes and
potentially other lower-temperature syntheses in which the
conventional monolayer coverage is thermodynamically less
favorable than the more dense arrangement recovered by the
HQE method.

reactivity but the surface Pt decorations can serve to donate
reactive intermediates to exposed TMC sites.30
Diversif ying HQE to Other Metallic Systems. Thus far we have
considered only Pt loaded on two facets of Ti0.1W0.9C and
demonstrated extensive chemical modularity as a function of
surface topology. However, our recently developed experimental method lays the foundation for accessing a general
array of monometallic and heterometallic noble metal
monolayer alloy conﬁgurations. Besides Pt, the synthetic
procedure also realized core−shell architectures with other
noble metals (Au, Ru, Rh, and Ir). Here, we extend our
theoretical study to other interesting elements such as Sn and
Pd that should also phase-separate from carbide lattices at high
temperatures. A representative 1 ML Pd on Ti0.1W0.9C is shown
in Figure 4a. The projected density of states, work functions,
and their deviations from their parent bulk material are
presented in Figure 4d. Both Sn and Ru required relaxed
convergence criteria after the HQE procedure;31 see the
Supporting Information for further details. From work function
alignments, it is clear that Ti0.1W0.9C does not substantially
modulate the surface work function for a variety of shell
elements in the monometallic conﬁguration. As such, it behaves
as an ideal core material for core−shell nanoparticle design. A
comparison of the bulk and 1 ML-on-Ti0.1W0.9C d-band centers
is presented in Figure 4f in black (bulk) and blue (1 ML) lines,
respectively. With the exception of 1 ML Ru and Ir, all d-band
centers are favorably down-shifted with respect to their bulk
material surfaces. This downshift suggests that the Ti0.1W0.9C is
acting as an electron donor for Sn, Au, Pd, and Pt (making Pt
and Au “more noble”) but an electron sink for Ru and Ir.
Bimetallic shell alloys were constructed based on a random
construction of the surface (Figure 4b), cross-referenced to a
representative EDX measurement of the 2:1 PtRu material
(Figure 4c). From this EDX measurement, a representative
bimetallic model was constructred (Figure 4b). We elected to
explore surface loadings of 1 ML PtRu alloy, the quintessential
methanol electrooxidation catalyst, on Ti0.1W0.9C. For this
reaction, PtRu alloys are known to be highly active at low
potentials because of the enhanced water activation on Ru
compared to Pt, allowing for the oxidative removal of strongly
adsorbed CO species.32 Here, the energetics are determined by
the Ti0.1W0.9C core and are predicted to result in a weakened
adsorption enthalpy of CO on surface Pt (the surface energetics
of Ru are not strongly modulated by the coexistence of Pt).
Experimentally, it was observed that the material in Figure 4f
exhibited the same bifunctional surface reactivity as bulk PtRu
but with substantially enhanced rates.9
In addition to the classic PtRu alloy formulation, there are a
variety of other bimetallic catalysts that could possibly be
enhanced via this new core−shell framework. For instance,
PtSn has been shown to be a highly CO-tolerant hydrogen
oxidation catalyst and a highly active ethanol electrooxidation
catalyst.33,34 PtPd formulations have been shown to be highly
active oxygen reduction electrocatalysts, sulfur-resistant hydrogenation catalysts, and selective reforming catalysts.35−38 AuPd
demonstrated high activity for formic acid decomposition and
hydrogen peroxide direct synthesis.39−42 The d-band centers
for the bimetallics are not dramatically inﬂuenced by their
coalloyed partners (Figure 4f). In all cases, the monometallic
monolayer calculations (blue lines in Figure 4f) could be used
as an indicator for the direction of d-band shifting in the alloyed
systems. In fact, the alloys ampliﬁed the d-band shifts in all
cases with exception of the PtSn alloy. Surprisingly, the 3:1

■

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Standard States. All calculations were performed within the
Kohn−Sham DFT framework as implemented in Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP),46 a planewave code (with
projector augmented wave (PAW) scalar relativistic core
potentials),47 using periodic boundary conditions to approximate the inﬁnite solids. Beginning with the crystallographic
unit cells of Pt, Au, Ru, Pd, Ir, Sn, W, and WC, the lattice
parameters and atomic positions were optimized using the
PBEsol functional,48 with a Γ point-centered 10 × 10 × 10 kmesh and a 500 eV planewave cutoﬀ. These criteria resulted in
energies converged to at least 0.005 eV per atom. The [111]
surface was then cut from each of these optimized structures
(with the exception of Sn for which the [110] surface was used
because it was most similar to the fcc-[111] materials). The
[100]-WC surface was also constructed. The systems were then
optimized to their equilibrium structures, with the cell volume
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ﬁxed (to ensure the vacuum region remained intact). For these
calculations, a 500 eV plane-wave cutoﬀ basis set and a 6 × 6 ×
1 k-mesh was found to be suitable for convergence of the
systems to within 0.005 eV/atom. Because of the metallic
nature of the materials, the stoichiometric [111]-WC surface
did not require surface passivization.
The Ti0.1W0.9C slab was then created by expansion to a 2 × 2
× 1 supercell with a 15 Å vacuum layer. Ti substitutions were
made randomly to 10% of the W sites. The slab was then
geometrically and electronically optimized with respect to
atomic positions using a 2 × 2 × 1 Γ point-centered k-mesh
and the same energetic cutoﬀs as the bulk materials. These
parameters were found to be remarkably computationally
eﬃcient with excellent convergence (Figure S2). Convergence
details, standard state density of states, and alignments are
presented in the Supporting Information.
Vacuum Level Alignment. To calculate the reference electrostatic potential (vacuum level), we take an average of the
Hartree potential in the vacuum region of the cell and use this
as an internal reference for the electronic eigenvalues and Fermi
level.19 For example, Figure S3 shows the [110] terminated Au
slab and the electrostatic potential sampling of the cell. The
electrostatic potential reaches a constant in the vacuum region,
and this value is then used to align the Fermi level (where Φ =
EF − Ereference). This allows us to align Fermi levels to the
vacuum and hence obtain a comparison of work function based
on composition or, in the case of Figure S3, surface topology.
In this case, there is very good agreement between the
computed and experimentally determined values.
The analysis code for this calculation, which can also
calculate planar and macroscopic averages of electrostatic
potentials and charge densities, is freely available.49 It should be
noted that our alignment method works for periodic
asymmetric materials if the material has metallic character.
Visualizations of the structures were made using the codes
VESTA.50
Heat, Quench, and Exfoliation Method. Without an informed
initial “guess” of the surface topology, temperature-independent
DFT computations of idealized surfaces struggle to recover
representative descriptions of the terminal topology. The
method we use here requires a construction of excessive
surface layering, followed by an ab initio molecular dynamics
heating process (heat) to allow for surface atoms to move into
more favorable positions (Figure S1). The materials are then
cooled back to their temperature-independent positions
(quench), and the supersurface atoms are removed (exfoliate)
to yield a representative high-temperature 1 ML coverage. The
ﬁnal structures are then further optimized using the GGA
method used for the standard states, resulting in highly
converged structures to within 0.005 eV per atom. With
knowledge of the surface covering, we can construct other
stoichiometric surface loadings and perform a similar process.
Note that this method is general and not limited to the studies
presented in this Letter.
While conventional methods of creating layers involve
producing postsurface site inclusion of heavy atoms (Figure
2a), this method severely underpopulates the surface. This
eﬀect is apparent in both the lattice mismatch of the surface
material (in some cases up to 15% expansion) and also the
output of the computations (conventional constructions do not
support the experimental CO-stripping observations).9,51
Furthermore, if the conventional structure was indeed the
global minimum, then a suﬃciently slow quench should allow

tempering to reproduce the starting structure. Here, this is not
the case as the obtained structure in all cases was substantially
more stable than their parent conventional construction.
To recover a thermodynamic minimum and true monolayer
surface coverage, kinetic ab initio modeling was used to
introduce heat (nuclear kinetic energy) to the slab coated in
excess layers of Pt. Heating and subsequent cooling were
performed by ramping “temperature” up from 0 to 1000 K in
0.1 K per 5 fs time steps in a canonical ensemble as
implemented in VASP. In practice, the monolayer coverage is
obtained at around “50 K” in the heating process. Subsequent
heating was used to assess dynamic stability and core−shell
mixing; in all cases, the core structure was maintained (no
surface W reordering was observed). The maximum temperature was maintained for 50 time steps, and then the system
was cooled again at the same rate. Relaxed convergence criteria
(0.1 eV/atom), a reduced planewave basis (400 eV cutoﬀ), and
a reduced k-grid (Γ-point only) are required for the heating
and cooling processes, but the terminal geometries are treated
with the typical DFT optimization parameters as stipulated
above, and the energetics are compared from the DFToptimized HQE structures.
All atoms were allowed to move throughout the heating and
cooling processes to assess dynamic stability. An animation of
one representative event (the heating of 1.3 conventional ML)
is provided in the Supporting Information. The HQE method
yields a more realistic Pt−Pt spacing (comparable to bulk [111]
terminated Pt) (Table S1), is highly converged, and rationalizes
several enigmatic experimental ﬁndings. Note that the HQE
method does not yield a single unique structure for the
noninteger coverage, but the variations in the structure seemed
to have negligible impact on the electronic properties. In
summary, the HQE method produces valuable surface
conﬁgurations which are otherwise unattainable by conventional DFT methods. This method was used for all coverages
presented in this Letter.
For comparison, the DFT-optimized Pt−Pt distance of bulk
[111]-Pt gives a lateral bond length of 2.76 Å (Figure 2a).
However, the “idealized surface” (high symmetry points) of Pt
on [111]-Ti0.1W0.9C typically invoked in the literature features a
Pt−Pt distance of 3.00 Å. On [0001]-W2C, the Pt−Pt distance
is even larger (3.11 Å). This requires a lattice mismatch of 8.7%
and 12.7%, respectively. Such an expanded bond length is on
the verge of being epitaxially unfavorable,52 and this strain
installs signiﬁcant electronic property diﬀerences51,53,54 compared to those described here. The HQE method yields a more
reasonable average Pt−Pt distance of 2.70 Å on [111]Ti0.1W0.9C. This structure features an increase in surface Pt
loading of 33% compared to the conventional method and is in
agreement with experimental results showing that Pt
monolayers self-assemble onto the surface of WC at elevated
temperatures above the Tammann point for Pt.9
Aberration-Corrected STEM with EDX Mapping and Linescans.
Aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) with energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) mapping
and linescans (Figure 4c) was performed on an FEI equipped
with a CEOS probe-side aberration corrector operated at 200
kV, with a probe convergence angle of 24.5 mrad, to validate
the dispersion of metals in the bimetallic systems. High-angle
annular dark-ﬁeld (HAADF) mode was used for imaging, with a
probe current of ca. 25 pA and spatial resolution <0.1 nm.
Energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS) images were taken
(EDAX EDS detector, 128 eV resol.) with a probe current
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